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(English)                                   How to Write Good Fill-ins – 3.0 

 
In the following questions, choose two most appropriate words to fill in the blanks. 
1- The children's story-seemingly a simple tale of animals gathering for a picnic in the forest-took 

a _____ turn at the end, admonishing readers to always be honest.  

A. magnanimous B. beneficent C. didactic D. garrulous E. moralistic F. futile  

 

2- Floodwaters had already breached the library's walls, but hopeful volunteers in hip boots 

worked tirelessly to _____ the damage.  

A. mitigate  B. exacerbate C. abase D bolster E forestall F. flummox 

3- The candidate campaigned on a platform of willingness to cooperate with the members of other 

political parties, yet many commentators were nevertheless surprised that he indeed turned out to 

be less ________than his predecessor.  

A. irate B. divisive C. impulsive D. wily E. infuriated F. combative  

 

ANSWERS WITH EXPLANATIONS 

1. Didactic, Moralistic. The children’s story was "seemingly” simple-which was not my ally 

simple. Instead, the story took some kind of “turn”~-meaning that it changed in some way 

“admonished readers to always be honest.” That is, it took a turn by talking about morals or 

prescribing correct behaviour.  

 

Magnanimous (generous) and beneficient (good, or doing good) are an incorrect pair. 

Garrulous(overly talkative, wordy) and flail: (ineffective, useless) have no relationship.  

 

2. Mitigate, Forestall. That “floodwaters had already breached the library’s walk" sounds my ink 

the water is already inside. The pivot “but” tells you that the sentence is going to change direction, 

and indeed, the volunteers are “hopeful,” so you’re looking for something good in the blank-

although It doesn’t seem like they’re going to cure the problem entirely. A good fill-in would be 

something like “limit” or “hold back.”  

 

Exacerbate (make more severe, aggravate), abate (reduce in prestige, humiliate), bolster (support, 

boost)‘ and flummox (confuse) do not contain any pairs.  

 

3. Divisive, Combative. The most important words here are the pivots ‘nevertheless surprised’ and 

“indeed,” which tell you that the candidate actually stayed true to his campaign promise. That 

man; he acted cooperatively, which is contrasted with the actions of his predecessor. A good Fill-

in would be “uncooperative.”  

 

Irate and infuriated, both of which mean “angry,” are an incorrect pair. Impulsive (moved or 

swayed by emotional or involuntary urges) and wily (crafty or cunning) have no relationship. 
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